A connector (2) which serves as an optical transmitter in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention includes: a transmitting circuit (6) configured to convert a data signal into an electric current signal, the data signal being a three-valued; and an LD (7) configured to convert the electric current signal into an optical signal. The transmitting circuit (6) detects, as an IDLE interval, an interval during which the data signal falls within a predetermined range that is between a high level and a low level. The transmitting circuit (6) controls, during the IDLE interval, the electric current signal to be not greater than a threshold electric current of the LD (7).
The present invention relates to (i) an optical transmitter which converts a data signal into an optical signal and then transmits the optical signal, (ii) a method thereof, and (iii) an active optical cable including a connector in which the optical transmitter is provided.

Background Art

According to a serial communication in conformity to Serial Attached SCSI (SAS) 2.0, a negotiation using an out-of-band (OOB) signal is conducted before a data transfer is initiated. The OOB signal has a pattern composed of (i) a DATA interval during which the OOB signal alternates between a high level (voltage) and a low level (voltage) and (ii) an IDLE interval during which the OOB signal is kept at an intermediate level (voltage) that is between the high level and the low level. According to a serial communication in conformity to PCI Express (PCIe) 3.0, a negotiation using a signal similar to the OOB signal is conducted. Note that, in a case of the serial communication in conformity to PCIe 3.0, an IDLE interval, included in a signal which is transmitted or received while the negotiation is conducted, is alternatively referred to as an Electrical Idle (EI) interval.

Such a serial communication has been conventionally made with use of a metal cable 101 illustrated in Fig. 15. The metal cable 101 includes a cable 104 and connectors 102 and 103 which are provided at respective ends of the cable 104. The cable 104 houses a metal wire 107 which serves as a transmission medium. The connectors 102 and 103 include AC coupling capacitors 105 and 106, respectively. With use of such a metal cable 101, it is possible for the connector 103 to output a voltage signal having a waveform identical to that of a data signal supplied to the connector 102, even in a case where the data signal is an OOB signal or the like (including a signal such as a signal having a pattern which is composed of (i) a DATA interval used in PCIe 3.0 and (ii) an EI interval, which signal is similar to an OOB signal used in SAS 2.0. The same explanation applies to the following descriptions.)

Citation List

[0004] Citation List


Summary of Invention

It has been currently considered to make a serial communication, which is in conformity to a standard such as SAS 2.0 or PCIe 3.0, by using an active optical cable 201 illustrated in (a) of Fig. 16.

The active optical cable 201 includes a cable 204 and connectors 202 and 203 which are provided at respective ends of the cable 204. The cable 204 houses an optical fiber 211 which serves as a transmission medium. The connector 202 includes an AC coupling capacitor 205, a transmitting circuit 206, and a laser diode (LD) 207. The connector 203 includes a photo diode (PD) 208, a receiving circuit 209, and an AC coupling capacitor 210. For example, light emitting element driving circuits disclosed in Patent Literatures 1 and 2 have been known as a light emitting element driving circuit which can be employed as the transmitting circuit 206.

In a case where a serial communication, which is in conformity to a standard such as SAS 2.0 or PCIe 3.0, is made by using the active optical cable 201 illustrated in (a) of Fig. 16, the following problems will occur. That is, in a case where a data signal supplied to the connector 202 is an OOB signal or the like, it is not possible for the connector 203 to output a voltage signal having a waveform identical to that of the data signal supplied to the connector 202. This is because, as illustrated in (b) of Fig. 16, the data signal supplied to the connector 202 is at an intermediate level (voltage) during an IDLE interval. This causes an optical signal outputted from the connector 202a to be at an indefinite value (light intensity) (see (c) of Fig. 16).

Note that, even in a case where a driving electric current which is to be supplied, during an IDLE interval, to the LD 207 in the connector 202 is fixed in amplitude, a photo-electric current which is to be supplied, during an IDLE interval, to the PD 208 in the connector 203 has an indefinite amplitude. This is because (i) an electro-optical conversion efficiency of the LD 207 and an opto-electrical conversion efficiency of the PD 208 can fluctuate in accordance with, for example, a temperature change and (ii) a loss in the optical fiber 211 can also fluctuate due to, for example, warping of the optical fiber 211. As such, it is not possible for the connector 203 to correctly identify, based on a threshold processing or the like, an IDLE interval during which a data signal supplied to the connector 202 is kept at an intermediate level.
Therefore, in a case where a data signal supplied to the connector 202 is an OOB signal or the like, it is difficult to reproduce, in the connector 203, a voltage signal having a waveform identical to that of the data signal supplied to the connector 202.

[0010] The present invention has been attained to address the above problems, and an object of the present invention is to provide an optical transmitter which converts a data signal into an optical signal and then transmits the optical signal and which allows an optical receiver to correctly identify an IDLE interval of the optical signal transmitted from the optical transmitter. Another object of the present invention is to provide an active optical cable which can be used to make a serial communication which requires an OOB signal or the like to be transmitted and received through the use of such an optical transmitter.

[0011] Note that, according to a passive optical network (PON) system, (i) an optical network unit (ONU) (corresponding to the connector 202 of the active optical cable 201) at a transmitting end stops an operation of an LD in response to a burst enable (BEN) signal (referred to also as a “transmission enable signal”) which is externally supplied together with a data signal and (ii) an ONU (corresponding to the connector 203 of the active optical cable 201) at a receiving end identifies a no-signal interval (corresponding to the IDLE interval in the active optical cable 201). Patent Literature 3 discloses a burst-mode laser driving circuit which is employed in such a PON system. The burst laser driving circuit disclosed in Patent Literature 3, however, cannot address the above objects because a serial communication in conformity to SAS 2.0 or PCIe 3.0 does not employ a signal corresponding to a BEN signal.

Solution to Problem

[0012] In order to attain the above object, an optical transmitter in accordance with the present invention includes: a transmitting circuit configured to convert a data signal into an electric current signal, the data signal being a three-valued signal; and a light emitting element configured to convert the electric current signal into an optical signal, the transmitting circuit including an IDLE detection circuit which is configured to detect, as an IDLE interval, an interval during which the data signal falls within a predetermined range that is between a high level and a low level; and controlling, during the IDLE interval, the electric current signal to be not greater than a threshold electric current of the light emitting element.

[0014] Note that an active optical cable including a connector in which the optical transmitter is provided is also encompassed in the scope of the present invention.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0015] The present invention makes it possible to provide an optical transmitter which transmits an optical signal and which allows an optical receiver to correctly identify an IDLE interval of an optical signal transmitted from the optical transmitter.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0016] (a) of Fig. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of an active optical cable including an optical transmitter in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. (b) of Fig. 1 is a waveform chart of a data signal to be supplied to a connector of the active optical cable. (c) of Fig. 1 is a waveform chart of an optical signal to be outputted from the connector.

Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example configuration of a transmitting circuit included in the active optical cable illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 is a waveform chart of a voltage signal in each section of the transmitting circuit illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4 is a waveform chart of an electric current signal in each section of the transmitting circuit illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 5 is a circuit diagram illustrating an example configuration of an IDLE detection circuit included in the transmitting circuit illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 6 is a waveform chart of a voltage signal in each section of the IDLE detection circuit illustrated in Fig. 5.

Fig. 7 is a circuit diagram illustrating a first example configuration of a modulation driver and an auxiliary driver each included in the transmitting circuit illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 8 is a circuit diagram illustrating a second example configuration of the modulation driver and the auxiliary driver each included in the transmitting circuit illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 9 is a circuit diagram illustrating a third example configuration of the modulation driver and the auxiliary driver each included in the transmitting circuit illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 10 is a circuit diagram illustrating a first example configuration of a bias electric current source included in the transmitting circuit illustrated in Fig. 2.
Fig. 11 is a circuit diagram illustrating a second example configuration of the bias electric current source included in the transmitting circuit illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 12 is a circuit diagram illustrating a first example configuration of a compensating electric current source included in the transmitting circuit illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 13 is a circuit diagram illustrating a second example configuration of the compensating electric current source included in the transmitting circuit illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 14 is a block diagram illustrating a variation of the transmitting circuit illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 15 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of a metal cable according to a conventional technique.

(a) of Fig. 16 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of an active optical cable according to a conventional technique. (b) of Fig. 16 is a waveform chart of a data signal to be supplied to a connector included in the active optical cable. (c) of Fig. 16 is a waveform chart of an optical signal to be outputted from the connector.

Fig. 17 is a circuit diagram illustrating a first variation of the IDLE detection circuit illustrated in Fig. 5.

Fig. 18 is a circuit diagram illustrating a second variation of the IDLE detection circuit illustrated in Fig. 5.

Fig. 19 is a waveform chart of a voltage signal in each section of the IDLE detection circuit illustrated in Fig. 18.

Fig. 20 is a circuit diagram illustrating a third variation of the IDLE detection circuit illustrated in Fig. 5.

(a) of Fig. 21 is a circuit diagram illustrating a comparator which can be employed instead of a low-pass filter included in (i) the IDLE detection circuit illustrated in Fig. 5 or (ii) the IDLE detection circuit illustrated in Fig. 18. Each of (b) through (d) of Fig. 21 is a waveform chart of a voltage signal in each section of the comparator.

Description of Embodiments

[Active optical cable]

[0017] The following description will discuss, with reference to Fig. 1, an active optical cable 1, which includes an optical transmitter, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0018] (a) of Fig. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of the active optical cable 1. As illustrated in (a) of Fig. 1, the active optical cable 1 includes (i) a cable 4 and (ii) a pair of connectors 2 and 3 which are provided at respective ends of the cable 4. The cable 4 houses an optical fiber 11.

[0019] The connector 2 includes an AC coupling capacitor 5, a transmitting circuit 6, and a laser diode (LD) 7. The connector 2 serves as an optical transmitter which converts a data signal (voltage signal) into an optical signal and then transmits the optical signal thus converted. The transmitting circuit 6 converts, into an electric current signal, a data signal externally supplied (e.g., supplied from a host device) through the AC coupling capacitor 5. The electric current signal thus converted is supplied to the LD 7. The LD 7 converts, into an optical signal, the electric current signal thus supplied from the transmitting circuit 6. The optical signal thus converted is transmitted to the connector 3 through the optical fiber 11.

In the active optical cable 1, the transmitting circuit 6 is realized by, for example, an integrated circuit. As such, the transmitting circuit 6 is indicated as "TX-IC" in (a) of Fig. 1. Note that the transmitting circuit 6 is not limited as such. Alternatively, the transmitting circuit 6 can be realized by, for example, a discrete circuit. The AC coupling capacitor 5 can be omitted. The LD 7 can be replaced by a light emitting element (e.g., a light emitting diode) other than an LD.

[0021] The connector 3 includes a photodiode (PD) 8, a receiving circuit 9, and an AC coupling capacitor 10. The connector 3 serves as an optical receiver which converts an optical signal into a data signal and outputs the data signal thus converted. The PD 8 converts, into an electric current signal, an optical signal supplied from the connector 2. The electric current signal thus converted is supplied to the receiving circuit 9. The receiving circuit 9 converts, into a data signal (voltage signal), the electric current signal thus supplied from the PD 8. The data signal thus converted is outputted outside the active optical cable 1 (e.g., outputted to a host device), through the AC coupling capacitor 10.

Note that according to the active optical cable 1, the receiving circuit 9 is realized by, for example, an integrated circuit. The receiving circuit 9 is therefore indicated by "RX-IC" in (a) of Fig. 1. Note that the receiving circuit 9 is not limited as such. Alternatively, the receiving circuit 9 can be realized by, for example, a discrete circuit. The AC coupling capacitor 10 can be omitted. The PD 8 can be replaced by a light receiving element (e.g., a phototransistor) other than a PD.

[0023] (b) of Fig. 1 is a waveform chart of a data signal to be supplied to the connector 2. The data signal to be supplied to the connector 2 is a three-valued voltage signal which has (i) a DATA interval during which the three-valued voltage signal alternates between a high level and a low level and (ii) an IDLE interval during which the three-valued voltage signal is kept at an intermediate level that is between the high level and the low level (see (b) of Fig. 1).

[0024] The transmitting circuit 6 included in the connector 2 has an IDLE detection circuit 61 (see Fig. 2) which detects an IDLE interval of the data signal. The transmitting circuit 6 operates as follows. That is, (i) during an interval other than an IDLE interval (i.e., during a DATA interval), The transmitting circuit 6 controls an electric current signal, which is to be supplied to the LD 7, to have a logical value (amplitude of a driving electric
current) identical to that of the data signal whereas (ii) during an IDLE interval. The transmitting circuit 6 controls an electric current signal, which is to be supplied to the LD 7, to be not greater than a threshold electric current (oscillation inception current) of the LD 7 (to be 0 [A] in the present embodiment).

(c) of Fig. 1 is a waveform chart of an optical signal outputted from the connector 2. As illustrated in (c) of Fig. 1, (i) during an interval other than an IDLE interval (i.e., during a DATA interval), an optical signal outputted from the connector 2 alternates between a high level and a low level whereas (ii) during the IDLE interval, the optical signal is at an off level. Note that the off level refers to a level which is different from each of the high level and the low level and which rarely fluctuates in response to an external factor. Accordingly, by identifying an interval during which a received optical signal is at an off level, the connector 3 can correctly identify an IDLE interval of a data signal which has been supplied to the connector 2.

Note that the active optical cable 1 can include a configuration in which an optical signal is transmitted from the connector 3 to the connector 2, in addition to a configuration in which an optical signal is transmitted from the connector 2 to the connector 3. With the configurations, (i) an AC coupling capacitor 5’, a transmitting circuit 6’, and an LD 7’ (not illustrated) are included in the connector 3, (ii) a PD 8’, a receiving circuit 9’, and an AC coupling capacitor 10’ are included in the connector 2, and (iii) the LD 7’ and the PD 8’ are connected to each other via an optical fiber 11’ (not illustrated). This makes it possible to make a bidirectional communication.

[Transmission circuit]

The following description will discuss, with reference to Figs. 2 through 4, the transmitting circuit 6 which has been discussed. Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example configuration of the transmitting circuit 6. (a) through (c) of Fig. 3 are each a waveform chart of a voltage signal in each section of the transmitting circuit 6. (a) through (f) of Fig. 4 are each a waveform chart of an electric current signal in each section of the transmitting circuit 6.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the transmitting circuit 6 includes an IDLE detection circuit 61, a squelch circuit 62, a modulation driver 63, an auxiliary driver 64, a bias electric current source 65, and a compensating electric current source 66.

The IDLE detection circuit 61 detects, as an IDLE interval, an interval (time zone) during which a data signal falls within a predetermined range that is between a high level and a low level. More specifically, the IDLE detection circuit 61 includes (i) a first comparator which identifies a first interval during which the data signal is not smaller than a lower limit value of the predetermined range and (ii) a second comparator which identifies a second interval during which the data signal is not greater than an upper limit value of the predetermined range. The IDLE detection circuit 61 detects, as the IDLE interval, an interval during which the first interval and the second interval overlap each other. Further, the IDLE detection circuit 61 creates an IDLE detection signal indicative of the IDLE interval. Note here that the IDLE detection signal created by the IDLE detection circuit 61 is a voltage signal which is at a high level during the IDLE interval and which is at a low level during an interval other than the IDLE interval (during a DATA interval). For example, in a case where the data signal has a waveform in which an electric potential at a point Q changes over time as shown in (a) of Fig. 3, the IDLE detection signal has a waveform in which an electric potential at a point R changes over time as shown in (b) of Fig. 3. The IDLE detection signal, created by the IDLE detection circuit 61, is supplied to each of the squelch circuit 62 and the auxiliary driver 64. Example configurations of the IDLE detection circuit 61 will be discussed later with reference to different drawings.

Note that the data signal is supplied to the transmitting circuit 6 through the AC coupling capacitor 5. This is why an intermediate level of the data signal shown in (a) of Fig. 3 coincides with a power source voltage VDD of the transmitting circuit 6.

The squelch circuit 62 identifies the IDLE interval with reference to the IDLE detection signal. The squelch circuit 62 detects, during the IDLE interval, the data signal to be at a low level. That is, during the IDLE interval, the squelch circuit 62 outputs, irrespective of the data signal which has not been corrected, the low level as the data signal which has been corrected. Whereas, during an interval other than the IDLE interval (a DATA interval), the squelch circuit 62 outputs, as the data signal which has been corrected, the data signal which has not been corrected. In a case where (i) the data signal which has not been corrected has a waveform as shown in (a) of Fig. 3 and (ii) an IDLE detection signal has a waveform as shown in (b) of Fig. 3, the data signal, which has been corrected, has a waveform in which an electric potential at a point S changes over time as shown in (c) of Fig. 3. The data signal, corrected by the squelch circuit 62, is supplied to the modulation driver 63. The data signal, corrected by the squelch circuit 62, is hereinafter referred to as "corrected data signal."

By drawing in, from the bias electric current source 65, a modulation electric current A which changes in accordance with a corrected data signal, the modulation driver 63 modulates, with reference to the corrected data signal, a bias electric current C supplied from the bias electric current source 65. More specifically, in a case where the corrected data signal is at a low level, the modulation driver 63 draws in the modulation electric current A, having a predetermined amplitude (IM[A]), from the bias electric current source 65. In a case where the corrected data signal is at a high level, the modulation driver 63 halts drawing in the modulation electric current A. In a case where the corrected data signal has a wave-
form as shown in (c) of Fig. 3, the modulation electric current A changes over time as shown in (a) of Fig. 4. An example configuration of the modulation driver 63 will be later discussed with reference to different drawings.

[0033] The auxiliary driver 64 identifies an IDLE interval with reference to the IDLE detection signal. The auxiliary driver 64 draws in, during the IDLE interval, an auxiliary electric current B, having a predetermined amplitude (IS[A]), from the bias electric current source 65. The auxiliary electric current A, which the auxiliary driver 64 draws in during the IDLE interval, is set to have an amplitude IS which satisfies IS = IB-IM+α, so that IM+IS > IB is satisfied, where (i) IM indicates an amplitude of the modulation electric current A which the modulation driver 63 draws in during the IDLE interval, (ii) IB indicates an amplitude of the bias electric current C which the bias electric current source 65 outputs, and (iii) α indicates a positive constant number. In a case where the IDLE detection signal has a waveform as shown in (b) of Fig. 3, the auxiliary electric current B changes over time as shown in (b) of Fig. 4. As such, a composite electric current A+B, which results from combining the modulation electric current A and the auxiliary electric current B, changes over time as shown in (c) of Fig. 4. An example configuration of the auxiliary driver 64 will be later discussed with reference to different drawings.

[0034] The bias electric current source 65 outputs the bias electric current C having a predetermined amplitude (IB[A]). The bias electric current C changes over time as shown in (d) of Fig. 4. As discussed above, a part of the bias electric current C, which is outputted by the bias electric current source 65, is drawn in, as the modulation electric current A and the auxiliary electric current B, by the respective modulation driver 63 and auxiliary driver 64. The rest of the bias electric current C, which is outputted by the bias electric current source 65, is supplied as a driving electric current E to the LD 7 through an output terminal OUT. That is, the driving electric current E is supplied to the LD 7. The driving electric current E results from subtracting the auxiliary electric current B from a difference between the bias electric current C and the modulation electric current A.

[0035] Note that the bias electric current source 65 can be realized by, for example, a direct current source whose one end is connected to a power source (voltage VDD) and whose other end is connected to an output terminal OUT (see Fig. 2). Another example configuration of the bias electric current source 65 will be later discussed with reference to different drawings.

[0036] In a case where the composite electric current A+B (where the modulation electric current A has an amplitude IM[A] during the IDLE interval) exceeds the bias electric current C, the compensating electric current source 66 supplies, to the auxiliary driver 64, a compensating electric current D which compensates for an insufficiency of the bias electric current C. In a case where (i) the composite electric current A+B changes over time as shown in (c) of Fig. 4 and (ii) the bias electric current C changes over time as shown in (d) of Fig. 4, the compensating electric current D changes over time as shown in (e) of Fig. 4. It follows that the compensating electric current source 66 outputs, during the IDLE interval, the compensating electric current D which satisfies IM+IS-IB = α[A]. Accordingly, the driving electric current E, which is to be supplied to the LD 7 through the output terminal OUT, changes over time as shown in (f) of Fig. 4.

[0037] In a case where no compensating electric current source 66 is provided, an insufficiency of the bias electric current C occurs during the IDLE interval (IM+IS > IB). This causes the bias electric current source 65 to attempt to output an electric current having an amplitude not smaller than the predetermined amplitude IB[A]. This causes a drop in voltage at the output terminal OUT. This ultimately can cause an obstacle to operations of the modulation driver 63 and the auxiliary driver 64. In contrast, in a case where the compensating electric current source 66 is provided, the compensating electric current D compensates for the insufficiency during the IDLE interval (IM+IS = IB+α). Accordingly, an electric current will never be externally supplied to the transmitting circuit 6 through the output terminal OUT. This will never cause any obstacle to operations of the modulation driver 63 and the auxiliary driver 64 due to a drop in voltage caused at the output terminal OUT.

[0038] The compensating electric current source 66 can be realized by, for example, a diode (diode clamp) whose anode terminal is connected to a clamp power source (voltage Vcramp) and whose cathode terminal is connected to an output terminal OUT (see Fig. 2). Another example configuration of the compensating electric current source 66 will be later discussed with reference to different drawings.

[0039] With the above configuration, it is possible to (i) promptly turn off the LD 7 at a starting point of an IDLE interval of a data signal supplied to the connector 2 and (ii) promptly turn on the LD 7 at an end point of the IDLE interval of the data signal supplied to the connector 2. Particularly, a delay time from the starting point/end point of the IDLE interval to turning off/on of the LD 7 becomes shorter as compared with a case where the LD 7 is turned off/on by cutting off/releasing cut-off of a bias electric current.

[0040] The active optical cable 1 in accordance with the present embodiment makes it possible to control the driving electric current E, which flows in the LD 7 during the IDLE interval, to be 0[A] (see (f) of Fig. 4). That is, it is possible to keep the LD 7 turned off during the IDLE interval. Furthermore, according to the active optical cable 1 in accordance with the present embodiment, the auxiliary driver 64 realizes that the driving electric current E, which flows in the LD 7 during the IDLE interval, is controlled to be 0[A]. This makes it possible to cause a delay time from the starting point/end point of the IDLE interval to turning off/on of the LD 7 to be shorter as compared with a case where the LD 7 is turned off/on by cutting off/releasing cut-off of a power supply to each of
the modulation driver 63 and the bias electric current source 65. In a case where, for example, the auxiliary driver 64 is configured as illustrated in Figs. 7 through 9, a delay time from the starting point/end point of the IDLE interval to turning off/on of the LD 7 is not longer than 5n seconds. Such a delay time is not longer than 1/6 times a delay time (not shorter than 30n seconds) of a case where the LD 7 is turned off/on by cutting off/releasing cut-off of a power supply to each of the modulation driver 63 and the bias electric current source 65.

[0041] Note that the present embodiment has discussed an example configuration in which the driving electric current E, which flows out from the LD 7 during the IDLE interval, is controlled to be 0[A]. However, the present invention is not limited as such. An electric current which flows out from the LD 7 during the IDLE interval is not necessarily controlled to be 0[A], provided that the electric current is controlled to be not greater than a threshold electric current (oscillation inception current) of the LD 7. Such a configuration also makes it possible to keep the LD 7 turned off during the IDLE interval ("turn-off" includes an aspect in which the LD 7 is caused to weakly emit light).

[0042] Note that, in the present embodiment, the auxiliary electric current B is set to have the amplitude IS which satisfies IM+IS > IB. However, the present invention is not limited as such. Alternatively, the auxiliary electric current B can be set to have an amplitude IS which satisfies, for example, IM+IS = IB. In such a case, (i) the driving electric current E, which is to be supplied to the LD 7 during the IDLE interval, is also 0[A] and (ii) no insufficiency of the bias electric current C occurs during the IDLE interval. It follows that the compensating electric current source 66 can be omitted.

[0043] Patent Literature 4 discloses a semiconductor laser control device which (i) adds an electric current signal ΔIa, outputted from an electric current driving section, to an electric current signal ΔIb outputted from a compensator, (ii) adds a sum signal ΔI2 = ΔIa+ΔIb thus obtained to an electric current signal ΔI1 outputted from an error amplifier, and (iii) supplies a sum signal ΔI1+ΔI2 thus obtained to an LD through an electric current amplifier. However, the electric current signal ΔIb, outputted from the compensator, is a differential electric current signal for compensating a rising/falling round edge of the electric current signal ΔIa, which is outputted from the electric current driving section, and is therefore not a signal for controlling the sum signal ΔIa+ΔIb to be 0 over a specific interval (e.g., an IDLE interval). Moreover, the electric current signal ΔI1, outputted from the error amplifier, is an electric current signal indicative of a difference between a monitor signal Im and a light emitting instruction signal Isig, and is therefore not a signal for controlling the sum signal ΔI1+ΔI2 to be 0 over a specific interval. As such, the semiconductor laser control device, disclosed in Patent Literature 4, does not include a configuration corresponding to the auxiliary driver 64 included in the transmitting circuit 6 in accordance with the present embodiment (i.e., a configuration for controlling the driving electric current E to be 0 over the IDLE interval by drawing in the auxiliary electric current B from the bias electric current source 65).

[0044] Note that the IDLE detection circuit 61 can also be realized by, for example, a peak hold circuit as with, for example, a signal detection circuit disclosed in Patent Literature 5. In doing so, for example, a reference voltage of a comparator disclosed in Patent Literature 5 can be a voltage which is (i) greater than an intermediate level of a data signal and (ii) smaller than a high level of the data signal. Note, however, that time constant of the peak hold circuit, during an electric discharge, needs to be long enough so that a bit pattern, in which identical values are successive, during the DATA INTERVAL will not be erroneously detected as an IDLE interval. This causes a reduction in response speed of the IDLE detection circuit 61, and ultimately makes it difficult to achieve a response speed required by a standard such as SAS 2.0 or PCIe 3.0.

[Example configuration of IDLE detection circuit]

[0045] The following description will discuss, with reference to Figs. 5 and 6, an example configuration of the IDLE detection circuit 61 discussed above. Fig. 5 is a circuit diagram illustrating an example configuration of the IDLE detection circuit 61. Fig. 6 is a waveform chart of a voltage signal in each section of the IDLE detection circuit 61 illustrated in Fig. 5.

[0046] As discussed above, the IDLE detection circuit 61 has a function of detecting an interval during which a data signal falls within a predetermined range that is between a high level and a low level. The IDLE detection circuit 61 illustrated in Fig. 5 includes a first comparator Comp1, a second comparator Comp2, an AND gate AND1, and a low-pass filter LPF1 so as to realize such a function.

[0047] A positive phase data signal is supplied to a noninverting input terminal of the first comparator Comp1 and a reference voltage V0 is supplied to an inverting input terminal of the first comparator Comp1. The first comparator Comp1 compares the positive phase data signal with the reference voltage V0 and creates a voltage signal indicative of a comparison result. Note that the reference voltage V0 is set to be a lower limit value of the above range. The positive phase data signal has a waveform as shown in (a) of Fig. 6. The voltage signal, created by the first comparator Comp1, has a waveform as shown in (b) of Fig. 6. The voltage signal created by the first comparator Comp1 is supplied to the AND gate AND1.

[0048] A negative phase data signal is supplied to a noninverting input terminal of the second comparator Comp2, and the reference voltage V0 is supplied to an inverting input terminal of the second comparator Comp2. The second comparator Comp2 compares a negative phase data signal with the reference voltage
The AND gate AND1 creates a voltage signal indicative of a logical multiplication of (i) the comparison result of the first comparator Comp1 and (ii) the comparison result of the second comparator Comp2. The voltage signal, created by the AND gate AND1, has a waveform as shown in (c) of Fig. 6. The voltage signal, created by the AND gate AND1, is supplied to the low-pass filter LPF1.

Note that the squelch circuit 62 and the auxiliary driver 64) can be realized by, for example, a pair of transistors Tr3 and Tr4 (npn transistors) and a direct current source DC2. As illustrated in Fig. 7, the modulation driver 63 employs a configuration in which each of the positive phase data signal and the negative phase data signal is compared with two reference voltages V0a and V0b, respectively (see a second variation and a third variation discussed later). Such variations will be later discussed with reference to different drawings.

As illustrated in Fig. 7, the auxiliary driver 64 can be configured by, for example, a pair of transistors Tr1 and Tr2 (npn transistors) and a direct current source DC1. The transistor Tr1 has (i) a collector terminal connected to an output point OUT, (ii) a base terminal connected to an input point IN1_P, to the modulation driver 63 and (iii) an emitter terminal connected to the base terminal of the transistor Tr2. Meanwhile, the transistor Tr2 has (i) a collector terminal connected to a power source (power source voltage VDD), (ii) a base terminal connected to an input point IN1_N, and (iii) an emitter terminal connected to the emitter terminal of the transistor Tr1. An intermediate point between the emitter terminal of the transistor Tr1 and the emitter terminal of the transistor Tr2 is grounded via the direct current source DC1. An electric current outputted by the direct current source DC1 is externally settable.

A negative phase IDLE detection signal is supplied, via the input point IN1_P, to the modulation driver 63 and a negative phase data signal is supplied, via the input point IN1_N, to the modulation driver 63. In a case where the data signal is at a low level, the modulation driver 63 draws in, from the output point OUT, a modulation electric current A having a predetermined amplitude (IM[A]). In a case where the data signal is at a high level, the modulation driver 63 halts drawing in the modulation electric current A from the output point OUT.

As illustrated in Fig. 7, the auxiliary driver 64 can be realized by, for example, a pair of transistors Tr3 and Tr4 (npn transistors) and a direct current source DC2. The auxiliary driver 64 is identical to the modulation driver 63 in configuration, and description of the auxiliary driver 64 is therefore omitted.

A negative phase IDLE detection signal is sup-
plied, via an input point IN2_P, to the auxiliary driver 64 and a positive phase IDLE detection signal is supplied, via an input point IN2_N, to the auxiliary driver 64. In a case where the IDLE detection signal is at a high level, the auxiliary driver 64 draws in, from an output point OUT, an auxiliary electric current B having a predetermined amplitude (IS[A]). In a case where the IDLE detection signal is at a low level, the auxiliary driver 64 halts drawing in the modulation electric current A from the output point OUT.

[0060] Note that the above example configuration employs an npn transistor as each of the transistor Tr1 through Tr4 which constitute the modulation driver 63 and the auxiliary driver 64. However, the present invention is not limited as such. Alternatively, the present embodiment can employ an NMOS transistor as each of the transistor Tr1 through Tr4 which constitute the modulation driver 63 and the auxiliary driver 64.

[0061] Fig. 8 is a circuit diagram illustrating a second example configuration of the modulation driver 63 and the auxiliary driver 64.

[0062] According to a modulation driver 63 illustrated in Fig. 8, a pre-driver, which amplifies a data signal, is provided so as to be followed by a main driver, i.e., the modulation driver 63 illustrated in Fig. 7. The main driver converts, into an electric current signal, a data signal amplified by the pre-driver.

[0063] A differential amplifier circuit is a circuit for carrying out differential amplification with respect to a data signal. The differential amplifier circuit is composed of a pair of resistors R1 and R2, a pair of transistors (npn transistors) Tr9 and Tr10, and a direct current source DC7. The transistor Tr9 has (i) a collector terminal connected to a power source (voltage VDD) via the resistor R1, (ii) a base terminal connected to an input point IN1_N, and (iii) an emitter terminal connected to an emitter terminal of the transistor Tr10. The transistor Tr10 has (i) a collector terminal connected to a power source (voltage VDD) via the resistor R2, (ii) a base terminal connected to an input point IN1_P, and (iii) the emitter terminal grounded via the direct current source DC7.

[0064] An emitter follower circuit is a circuit for causing an output impedance of the pre-driver to be lower than an input impedance of the main driver. The emitter follower circuit is composed of a pair of transistors Tr5 and Tr6 (npn transistors) and a pair of direct current sources DC3 and DC4. The transistor Tr5 has (i) a collector terminal connected to a power source (voltage VDD), (ii) a base terminal connected to one output point (the collector terminal of the transistor Tr9) of the differential amplifier circuit, and (iii) an emitter terminal grounded via the direct current source DC3. An emitter voltage of the transistor Tr6 is supplied, as a positive phase data signal, to the base terminal of the transistor Tr2 which constitutes the main driver. The transistor Tr6 has (i) a collector terminal connected to a power source (voltage VDD), (ii) a base terminal connected to the other output point (the collector terminal of the transistor Tr10) of the differential amplifier circuit, and (iii) an emitter terminal grounded via the direct current source DC4. An emitter voltage of the transistor Tr6 is supplied, as a negative phase data signal, to the base terminal of the transistor Tr1 which constitutes the main driver.

[0065] According to the auxiliary driver 64 illustrated in Fig. 8, a pre-driver, which amplifies an IDLE detection signal, is provided so as to be followed by a main driver, i.e., the auxiliary driver 64 illustrated in Fig. 7. The main driver converts, into an electric current signal, an IDLE detection signal amplified by the pre-driver. The pre-driver which constitutes the auxiliary driver 64 is identical in configuration to the pre-driver which constitutes the modulation driver 63 and as such, descriptions of the pre-driver are omitted.

[0066] Note that the above example configuration employs an npn transistor as each of the transistor Tr1 through Tr12 which constitute the modulation driver 63 and the auxiliary driver 64. The present invention is not, however, limited as such. Alternatively, an NMOS transistor can be employed as each of the Tr1 through Tr12 which constitute the modulation driver 63 and the auxiliary driver 64.

[0067] Fig. 9 is a circuit diagram illustrating a third example configuration of the modulation driver 63 and the auxiliary driver 64.

[0068] A modulation driver 63 illustrated in Fig. 9 includes the modulation driver 63 illustrated in Fig. 8 and a stabilizing circuit X1 for stabilizing an output voltage of the pre-driver.

[0069] The stabilizing circuit X1 includes a transistor M1 (PMOS transistor) and a voltage drop amount controlling circuit. The voltage drop amount controlling circuit controls, in accordance with an output voltage of the pre-driver, an amount of a drop in voltage caused at the transistor M1.

[0070] The transistor M1 has (i) a source terminal connected to a power source (voltage VDD) and (ii) a drain terminal connected to the collector terminals of the respective transistors Tr9 and Tr10, via the respective resistors R1 and R2, which constitute the differential amplifier circuit of the pre-driver. The transistor M1 serves as a voltage dropping device which can vary an amount of a drop in voltage.

[0071] The voltage drop amount control circuit is composed of (i) a pair of resistors R1 and R2 which have identical resistances and (ii) an operational amplifier OP1. The resistors R1 and R2 are connected in series so as to be provided between the emitter terminals of the respective transistors Tr5 and Tr6 which constitute the emitter follower circuit of the pre-driver. Note that a voltage, at an intermediate point between the resistors R1 and R2, coincides with an average voltage (hereinafter referred to as the “average emitter voltage”) between emitter voltages in the respective transistors Tr5 and Tr6.
A noninverting input terminal of the operational amplifier OP1 is connected to the intermediate point between the resistors R5 and R6. The average emitter voltage across the transistors Tr5 and Tr6 is supplied to the noninverting input terminal of the operational amplifier OP1. Meanwhile, a predetermined reference voltage V1 is supplied to an inverting input terminal of the operational amplifier OP1. An output terminal of the operational amplifier OP1 is connected to a gate terminal of the transistor M1.

In a case where an output voltage of the pre-driver, i.e., the average emitter voltage across the transistors Tr5 and Tr6 exceeds the reference voltage V1, the stabilizing circuit X1 operates as follows. That is, in such a case, an output voltage of the operational amplifier OP1 increases, and consequently a gate voltage of the transistor M1 increases. This causes an increase in resistance between the source terminal and the drain terminal of the transistor M1, and consequently causes an increase in amount of a drop in voltage caused at the transistor M1. As this ultimately causes a reduction in voltage to be applied to the pre-driver, an output voltage of the pre-driver is reduced. The above operation continues until the average emitter voltage across the transistors Tr5 and Tr6 coincides with the reference voltage V1.

In contrast, in a case where the output voltage of the pre-driver, i.e., the average emitter voltage across the transistors Tr5 and Tr6, is smaller than the reference voltage V1, the stabilizing circuit X1 operates as follows. That is, in such a case, the output voltage of the operational amplifier OP1 drops, and consequently the gate voltage of the transistor M1 increases. This causes a reduction in resistance between the source terminal and the drain terminal of the transistor M1, and consequently causes a reduction in amount of a drop in voltage caused at the transistor M1. As this ultimately causes an increase in voltage to be applied to the pre-driver, the output voltage of the pre-driver increases. The above operation continues until the average emitter voltage across the transistors Tr5 and Tr6 coincides with the reference voltage V1.

In a case where the output voltage of the pre-driver fluctuates in response to a fluctuation in power source voltage of the pre-driver, it is necessary to impose strict conditions on a fluctuation range of the power source voltage of the pre-driver. This prevents an operating condition of each constituent of the main driver from being not met. That is, by further providing the stabilizing circuit X1, the output voltage of the pre-driver does not fluctuates in response to the fluctuation in power source voltage of the pre-driver. This eliminates the need for imposing strict conditions on the fluctuation range of the power source voltage of the pre-driver.

An auxiliary driver 64 illustrated in Fig. 9 includes the auxiliary driver 64 illustrated in Fig. 8 and a pre-driver stabilizing circuit X2 for stabilizing an output voltage of the pre-driver. The stabilizing circuit X2 which constitutes the auxiliary driver 64 is identical in configuration to the stabilizing circuit X1 which constitutes the modulation driver 63 and as such, descriptions of the pre-driver stabilizing circuit X2 are omitted.

Note that the above example configuration employs a PMOS transistor as each of the transistors M1 and M2 which constitute the stabilizing circuits X1 and X2, respectively. However, the present invention is not limited as such. Alternatively, a pnp transistor can be employed as each of the transistors which constitute the respective stabilizing circuits X1 and X2.

Example configuration of bias electric current source

The following description will discuss, with reference to Figs. 10 and 11, an example configuration of the bias electric current source 65 as has been discussed.

Fig. 10 is a circuit diagram illustrating a first example configuration of the bias electric current source 65.

The bias electric current source 65 can be realized by, for example, a pair of transistors M3 and M4 (PMOS transistors) and a direct current source DC9 (see Fig. 10).

The transistor M3 has a source terminal connected to a power source (voltage VDD). The transistor M4 has (i) a source terminal connected to a power source (voltage VDD) and (ii) a drain terminal and a gate terminal which are connected to each other. The drain terminal of the transistor M4 is connected to a gate terminal of the transistor M3. That is, the transistors M3 and M4 constitute a current mirror circuit in which (i) the drain terminal of the transistor M4 serves as an input point and (ii) a drain terminal of the transistor M3 serves as an output point.

Sizes of the respective transistors M3 and M4 are set so that an electric current C which flows out from the output point of the current mirror circuit becomes N-times that of an electric current C’ which flows out from the input point of the current mirror circuit. As such, by connecting the direct current source DC9, which flows the electric current C’ having an amplitude IB/N[A], to the input point of the current mirror circuit, it is possible to take out, from the output point of the current mirror circuit, the electric current C having an amplitude IB[A].

Note that the above example configuration employs a PMOS transistor as each of the transistors M3 and M4 which constitute the bias electric current source 65. However, the present invention is not limited as such. Alternatively, a pnp transistor can be employed as each of the transistors M3 and M4 which constitute the bias electric current source 65, provided that the transistors M3 and M4 are identical in type. That is, in a case where a PMOS transistor is employed as the transistor M3, a PMOS transistor is employed as the transistor M4.

In a case where a pnp transistor is employed as the transistor M3, a pnp transistor is employed as the transistor M4.
As illustrated in Fig. 11, the bias electric current source 65 can be realized by, for example, an operational amplifier OP3, a transistor M5 (PMOS transistor), a pair of resistors R5 and R6, and a direct current source DC10.

The operational amplifier OP3 has (i) a noninverting input terminal connected to a power source (voltage VDD) via the resistor R6 and (ii) an inverting input terminal connected to (a) a power source (voltage VDD) via the resistor R5 and (b) a source terminal of the transistor M5. An output terminal of the operational amplifier OP3 is connected to a gate terminal of the transistor M5. That is, the operational amplifier OP3, the transistor M5, and the resistors R5 and R6 constitute a current mirror circuit in which (i) the noninverting input terminal of the operational amplifier OP3 serves as an input point and (ii) a drain terminal of the transistor M5 serves as an output point.

Resistances of the respective resistors R5 and R6 are set so that an electric current C, which flows out from the output point of the current mirror circuit, becomes N-times that of an electric current C’ which flows out from the input point of the current mirror circuit. That is, the resistances of the respective resistors R5 and R6 are set so that R5:R6 = 1:N. As such, by connecting the direct current source DC10, which flows the electric current C’ having an amplitude IB[N][A], to the input point of the current mirror circuit, it is possible to take out, from the output point of the current mirror circuit, an electric current having an amplitude IB[A].

Note that the above example configuration employs a PMOS transistor as the transistor M5 which constitutes the bias electric current source 65. However, the present invention is not limited as such. Alternatively, a pnp transistor can be employed as the transistor M5 which constitutes the bias electric current source 65.

The transmitting circuit 6 can be realized by (i) a single bias electric current source 65 which is configured as illustrated in Fig. 10 or (ii) a single bias electric current source 65 configured as illustrated in Fig. 11. Alternatively, the transmitting circuit 6 can be configured to include both of (i) the bias electric current source 65 configured as illustrated in Fig. 10 and (ii) the bias electric current source 65 configured as illustrated in Fig. 11 so that they can be switched from one to the other or vice versa. The bias electric current source 65, configured as illustrated in Fig. 10, is suitable for transmitting an intermittent signal and transmission of a continuous signal defined by, for example, the InfiniBand standard. This is because such a bias electric current source 65 is easy to fluctuate in response to a rapid fluctuation in bias voltage of the LD 7, and therefore slowly responds to a transition from an IDLE interval to a DATA interval, although the bias electric current source 65, configured as illustrated in Fig. 11, has an electric current ratio which is hard to fluctuate in response to a fluctuation of the power source (voltage VDD). As such, by employing a configuration in which switching is carried out to one of the two bias electric current sources 65 which one is to be used and to be suitable for a type of a data signal to be transmitted, it is possible to realize a transmitting circuit 6 which is suitable for both of transmission of an intermittent signal and transmission of a continuous signal.

As illustrated in Fig. 12, the compensating electric current source 66 illustrated in Fig. 12 and an operational amplifier OP3, a transistor M5 (PMOS transistor), a pair of resistors R5 and R6, and a direct current source DC10. As such, by employing a configuration in which switching is carried out to one of the two bias electric current sources 65 which one is to be used and to be suitable for a type of a data signal to be transmitted, it is possible to realize a transmitting circuit 6 which is suitable for both of transmission of an intermittent signal and transmission of a continuous signal.

The compensating electric current source 66 can be realized by a transistor Tr13 (PNP transistor). As illustrated in Fig. 12, the compensating electric current source 66 can be realized by a transistor Tr13 (PNP transistor) connected to a power source (voltage VDD) and (ii) an inverting input terminal connected to a power source (voltage VDD) via the resistor R6.

The transistor Tr13 has (i) a collector terminal connected to a clamp power source (voltage VDD) and (ii) a base terminal connected to a power source (voltage VDD). As such, by employing a configuration in which switching is carried out to one of the two bias electric current sources 65 which one is to be used and to be suitable for a type of a data signal to be transmitted, it is possible to realize a transmitting circuit 6 which is suitable for both of transmission of an intermittent signal and transmission of a continuous signal.

The compensating electric current source 66 outputs a compensating electric current D in a case where an emitter voltage of the transistor Tr13 falls below a threshold voltage Vth. The threshold voltage Vth is expressed by Vth = Vcramp - VBE, where VBE is a voltage across the base terminal and an emitter terminal of the transistor Tr13.

Note that the above example configuration employs a PMOS transistor as the transistor M5 which constitutes the compensating electric current source 66. However, the present invention is not limited as such. Alternatively, a NMOS transistor can be employed as the transistor Tr13 which constitutes the compensating electric current source 66.

The compensating electric current source 66 includes the compensating electric current source 66 illustrated in Fig. 12 and an operational amplifier OP4.

The operational amplifier OP4 has a noninverting input terminal and an output terminal which are directly connected to each other so as to constitute a volt-
age follower circuit. The operational amplifier OP4 has (i) an inverting input terminal connected to the clamp power source (voltage Vcramp) and (ii) the output terminal connected to the base terminal of the transistor Tr13.

The compensating electric current source 66 illustrated in Fig. 13 also outputs a compensating electric current D in a case where an emitter voltage of the transistor Tr13 falls below a threshold voltage Vth. The threshold voltage Vth is expressed by Vth = Vcramp-VBE, where VBE is a voltage across the base terminal and an emitter terminal of the transistor Tr13.

[Variation of transmitting circuit and LD]

According to the active optical cable 1 in accordance with the above embodiment, the transmitting circuit 6 and the LD 7 (see Fig. 2) can be replaced by a transmitting circuit 16 and an LD 17 (see Fig. 14), respectively.

Note that the LD 7 illustrated in Fig. 2 is an LD, such as a vertical cavity emitting laser (VCSEL), which can control its light emitting amount by changing a driving electric current which flows in the LD. The transmitting circuit 6 (see Fig. 2) is suitable for such an LD. However, the transmitting circuit 6 (see Fig. 2) can employ, as a light source, any light emitting element (i.e., not limited to an LD) which can control its light emitting amount by changing a driving electric current which flows in the LD7. In contrast, the LD 17 (see Fig. 14) is an LD, such as a distributed feedback laser diode (DFB-LD) or a Fabry Perot laser diode (FP-LD), which can control its light emitting amount by changing a driving electric current which is to flow out from the LD. The transmitting circuit 16 (see Fig. 14) is suitable for such an LD. However, the transmitting circuit 16 (see Fig. 14) can employ, as a light source, any light emitting element (i.e., not limited to an LD), which can control its light emitting amount by changing a driving electric current which is to flow out from the light emitting element.

The following description will discuss, with reference to Fig. 14, a configuration of the transmitting circuit 16 in accordance with the present variation. Fig. 14 is a block diagram illustrating the transmitting circuit 16 in accordance with the present variation.

As illustrated in Fig. 14, the transmitting circuit 16 in accordance with the present variation includes an IDLE detection circuit 161, a squelch circuit 162, a modulation driver 163, an auxiliary driver 164, a bias electric current source 165, and a compensating electric current source 166.

The IDLE detection circuit 161 and the squelch circuit 162 included in the transmitting circuit 16 in accordance with the present variation are respectively identical in function to the IDLE detection circuit 61 and the squelch circuit 62 in the transmitting circuit 6 (see Fig. 2), and their descriptions are therefore omitted. The following description will discuss a function of each of the modulation driver 163, the auxiliary driver 164, the bias electric current source 165, and the compensating electric current source 166 in the transmitting circuit 16 in accordance with the present variation.

The modulation driver 163 draws in a modulation electric current A in accordance with a corrected data signal obtained in the squelch circuit 162. More specifically, in a case where the corrected data signal is at a high level, the modulation driver 163 draws in the modulation electric current A having a predetermined amplitude (IM[A]). In a case where the corrected data signal is at a low level, the modulation driver 163 halts drawing in the modulation electric current A.

The auxiliary driver 164 identifies an IDLE interval with reference to an IDLE detection signal obtained in the IDLE detection circuit 161. The auxiliary driver 164 draws out, during the IDLE interval thus identified, an auxiliary electric current B having a predetermined amplitude (IS[A]). The bias electric current B, which is drawn out by the auxiliary driver 164 during the IDLE interval, is set to have an amplitude IS which satisfies IS = IB+αβ where α is a positive constant number so that IS > IB is satisfied, where IB is a bias electric current which is drawn in by the bias electric current source 165.

The bias electric current source 165 draws in the bias electric current C having a predetermined amplitude (IB[A]). The bias electric current source 165 can be realized by, for example, a direct current source whose amplitude (IB[A]). The auxiliary electric current B, which is drawn out by the auxiliary driver 164 during the IDLE interval, is set to have an amplitude IS which satisfies IS = IB+αβ where α is a positive constant number so that IS > IB is satisfied, where IB is a bias electric current which is drawn in by the bias electric current source 165.

In a case where a difference, resulting from subtracting the modulation electric current A (which is 0[A] during the IDLE interval) from the auxiliary electric current B, exceeds the bias electric current C, the compensating electric current source 166 draws in a compensating electric current D which compensates for an insufficiency of the bias electric current C. The compensating electric current D, which is drawn in by the compensating electric current source 166 during the IDLE interval, satisfies IS-IB = αβ[A]. The compensating electric current source 166 can be realized by, for example, a diode (diode clamp) having (i) an anode terminal connected to the output terminal OUT and (ii) a cathode terminal which is grounded (see Fig. 14). As illustrated in Fig. 14, the compensating electric current source 166 draws in the compensating electric current D from the output terminal OUT, in a case where a voltage across the anode terminal and the cathode terminal of the diode exceeds a threshold voltage Vth, i.e., in a case where a voltage of the output terminal OUT exceeds the threshold voltage Vth.

In the transmitting circuit 16 in accordance with the present variation, the modulation driver 163, the auxiliary driver 164, the bias electric current source 165, the compensating electric current source 166, and the LD 17 are connected so that a driving electric current E = (C+D)+A-B, which results from (i) adding the modulation electric current A to a sum of the bias electric current C and the compensating electric current D (C+D) and (ii) subtracting the auxiliary electric current B from the addi-
The transmitting circuit 16 in accordance with \((C+D)+A\), flows from the LD 17. That is, it is possible to keep the LD 17 turned off during the IDLE interval. Furthermore, according to the transmitting circuit 16, the auxiliary driver 164 realizes that the driving electric current \(E\), which flows from the LD 17 during the IDLE interval, is controlled to be \(0\)A. This makes it possible to cause a delay time from a starting point/end point of the IDLE interval to turning off/on of the LD 17 to be shorter as compared with a case where the LD 17 is turned off/on by cutting off/releases cut-off of a bias electric current.

The present variation employs a configuration in which the driving electric current \(E\), which flows from the LD 17 during the IDLE interval, is controlled to be \(0\)A. The present invention is, however, not limited as such. Alternatively, the present invention can employ a configuration in which the driving electric current \(E\), which flows from the LD 17 during the IDLE interval, is controlled to be not greater than a threshold electric current (oscillation inception start current) of the LD 17. Such a configuration also makes it possible to keep the LD 17 turned off during the IDLE interval. (‘‘turn-off’’ includes an aspect in which the LD 7 is caused to weakly emit light).

The transmitting circuit 16 in accordance with the present variation makes it possible to securely keep the LD 17 turned off during the IDLE interval. This is because the auxiliary electric current \(B\), which the auxiliary driver 164 draws out during the IDLE interval, is set to have the amplitude \(IS\) which satisfies \(IS > IB\). Furthermore, even in a case where, during the IDLE interval, the amplitude \(IS\) of the auxiliary electric current \(B\) exceeds the amplitude of the bias electric current \(C\), the transmitting circuit 16 in accordance with the present variation does not cause any obstacles to operations of the modulation driver 163 and the auxiliary driver 164 due to a drop in voltage caused at the output terminal \(OUT\). This is because, in a case where the amplitude \(IS\) of the auxiliary electric current \(B\) exceeds the amplitude \(IB\) of the bias electric current \(C\), the compensating electric current \(D\), which is drawn out by the compensating electric current source 166, compensates for an insufficiency of the bias electric current \(C\).

The present variation employs a configuration in which the auxiliary electric current \(B\), which the auxiliary driver 164 draws in during the IDLE interval, is set to have the amplitude \(IS\) which satisfies \(IS > IB\). However, the present invention is not limited as such. Alternatively, the present invention can employ a configuration in which the auxiliary electric current \(B\), which the auxiliary driver 164 draws in during the IDLE interval, is set to have the amplitude \(IS\) which satisfies \(IS = IB\). Such a configuration also makes it possible to control the driving electric current \(E\), which flows from the LD 17 during the IDLE interval, to be \(0\)A. In a case where the auxiliary electric current \(B\) is set to have the amplitude \(IS\) which satisfies \(IS = IB\), no insufficiency of the bias electric current \(C\) occurs during the IDLE interval. It follows that the compensating electric current source 166 can be omitted.

The following description will discuss, with reference to Fig. 17, a first variation of the IDLE detection circuit 61 (see Fig. 5). Fig. 17 is a circuit diagram illustrating a configuration of the IDLE detection circuit 61a in accordance with the first variation.

As illustrated in Fig. 17, the IDLE detection circuit 61a in accordance with the first variation includes, with the IDLE detection circuit 61 (see Fig. 5), a first comparator Comp1, a second comparator Comp2, and an AND gate AND1. Note, however, that an operating frequency of the AND gate AND1 is set to be sufficiently low (e.g., not greater than 1/10 times operating frequencies of the respective comparators Comp1 and Comp2) to an extent that an voltage signal to be created does not contain any spike noise which is caused during switching logical values. This eliminates the needs for providing, in the IDLE detection circuit 61a, a low-pass filter LPF1 for removing such a spike noise which is caused during switching logical values.

By comparing, with a single reference voltage \(V0\), each of a positive phase data signal and a negative phase data signal, each of the IDLE detection circuit 61 (see Fig. 5) and the IDLE detection circuit 61a (see Fig. 17) detect, as an IDLE interval, an interval during which a data signal falls within a range from a lower limit voltage \(V0\) to an upper limit voltage \(2 \times Vcom-V0\), where \(Vcom\) is a common voltage of the data signal. The above method makes it possible to securely detect an IDLE interval, in a case where a difference is fully small between (i) an intermediate level of the data signal and (ii) the common voltage of the data signal. In compensation for the lower limit voltage of and the upper limit voltage of the predetermined range being not able to independently set in the above method, the above method can offer a common advantage that only a single reference voltage source needs to be provided. Particularly, it is to be noted that the IDLE detection circuit 61a illustrated in Fig. 17 does not need the low-pass filter LPF1. This causes the IDLE detection circuit 61a to offer a further advantage that its circuit configuration can be simplified as compared with the IDLE detection circuit 61 (see Fig. 5).

The following description will discuss, with reference to Figs. 18 and 19, a second variation of the IDLE detection circuit 61 illustrated in Fig. 5. Fig. 18 is a circuit diagram illustrating a configuration of an IDLE detection circuit 61b in accordance with the second variation. Fig. 19 is a waveform chart of a voltage signal in each section of the IDLE detection circuit 61b in accordance with the second variation.
As illustrated in Fig. 18, the IDLE detection circuit 61b in accordance with the second variation includes, as with the IDLE detection circuit 61, a first comparator Comp1, a second comparator Comp2, an AND gate AND1, and a low-pass filter LPF1. Note, however, that the IDLE detection circuit 61b in accordance with the second variation differs from the IDLE detection circuit 61 in the following two points. Firstly, the IDLE detection circuit 61b is configured so that one and the same data signal (in the second variation, one and the same positive phase data signal) is supplied to each of a noninverting input terminal of the first comparator Comp1 and an inverting input terminal of the second comparator Comp2. Namely, a positive phase data signal having a waveform shown in (a) of Fig. 19 is supplied to each of the comparators Comp1 and Comp2. Secondly, the IDLE detection circuit 61b is configured so that a reference voltage V0a and a reference voltage V0b, which differ from each other, are supplied to an inverting input terminal of the first comparator Comp1 and a noninverting input terminal of the second comparator Comp2, respectively.

That is, a positive phase data signal is supplied to the noninverting input terminal of the first comparator Comp1 and the reference voltage V0a is supplied to the inverting input terminal of the first comparator Comp1. The first comparator Comp1 compares the positive phase data signal with the reference voltage V0a and creates a voltage signal indicative of a comparison result. The reference voltage V0a is set to be a smaller limit voltage in a predetermined range, which is between a high level and a low level, within which predetermined range the data signal falls. The positive phase data signal has a waveform as shown in (b) of Fig. 19. The voltage signal, created by the first comparator Comp1, has a waveform as shown in (c) of Fig. 19. The voltage signal is supplied from the first comparator Comp1 to the AND gate AND1.

According to the IDLE detection circuit 61b, (i) a positive phase data signal is supplied to the inverting input terminal of the second comparator Comp2 and (ii) the reference voltage V0b is supplied to the noninverting input terminal of the second comparator Comp2. The second comparator Comp2 compares the positive phase data signal with the reference voltage V0b, and then outputs a voltage signal indicative of a comparison result. Note that the reference voltage V0b is set to be an upper limit voltage in the above predetermined range. The positive phase data signal has a waveform as shown in (d) of Fig. 19. The voltage signal created by the second comparator Comp2 has a waveform as shown in (e) of Fig. 19. The voltage signal created by the second comparator Comp2 is supplied to the AND gate AND1.

The AND gate AND1 creates a voltage signal indicative of a logical multiplication of (i) the comparison result of the first comparator Comp1 and (ii) the comparison result of the second comparator Comp2. The voltage signal, created by the AND gate AND1, has a waveform as shown in (f) of Fig. 19. The voltage signal, created by the AND gate AND1, is supplied to the low-pass filter LPF1.

The low-pass filter LPF1 smoothes the voltage signal created by the AND gate AND1. That is, the low-pass filter LPF1 removes a noise which (i) is contained in a voltage signal created by the AND gate AND1 and (ii) is caused during switching logical values. The voltage signal, thus smoothened by the low-pass filter LPF1, has a waveform as shown in (g) of Fig. 19. That is, the voltage signal, smoothened by the low-pass filter LPF1, becomes a voltage signal which is at a high level during the IDLE interval (an interval other than the DATA interval) and which is at a low level during an interval other than the IDLE interval. The voltage signal smoothened by the low-pass filter LPF1 is outputted, as an IDLE detection signal, outside (for example, outputted to the squelch circuit 62 and the auxiliary driver 64).

Note that, according to the second variation, a positive phase data signal is supplied to each of the noninverting input terminal of the first comparator Comp1 and the inverting input terminal of the second comparator Comp2. Instead of such a positive phase data signal, a negative phase can be supplied to each of the noninverting input terminal of the first comparator Comp1 and the inverting input terminal of the second comparator Comp2. This also makes it possible to obtain a voltage signal which is at a high level during an IDLE interval and which is at a low level during intervals other than the IDLE interval.

Note that the squelch circuit 62 and the auxiliary driver 64 can be configured to operate with reference to (i) an IDLE detection signal which is at a high level during the IDLE interval or (ii) an IDLE detection signal which is at a high level during an interval other than the IDLE interval. In a case where the squelch circuit 62 and the auxiliary driver 64 are configured to operate with reference to the latter IDLE detection signal, it is possible to employ, for example, the following configuration. That is, it is possible to employ a configuration in which an IDLE detection signal outputted from the IDLE detection circuit 61b is supplied, via an inverting amplifier, to each of the squelch circuit 62 and the auxiliary driver 64.

[Third variation of IDLE detection circuit]

The following description will discuss, with reference to Fig. 20, a third variation of the IDLE detection circuit 61 illustrated in Fig. 5. Fig. 20 is a circuit diagram illustrating a configuration of an IDLE detection circuit 61c in accordance with the third variation.

As illustrated in Fig. 20, the IDLE detection circuit 61c in accordance with the third variation includes, as with the IDLE detection circuit 61b illustrated in Fig. 18, a first comparator Comp1, a second comparator Comp2, and an AND gate AND1. Note, however, that an operating frequency of the AND gate AND1 is set to be sufficiently low (e.g., not greater than 1/10 times operating frequencies of the respective comparators Comp1
and Comp2) to an extent that a voltage signal to be created does not contain any spike noise which is caused during switching logical values. This eliminates the needs for providing, in the IDLE detection circuit 61c, a low-pass filter LPF1 for removing such a spike noise which is caused during switching logical values.

By comparing, with each of two reference voltages V0a and V0b, a positive phase data signal, each of the IDLE detection circuit 61b (see Fig. 18) and the IDLE detection circuit 61c (see Fig. 20) detects, as an IDLE interval, an interval during which a data signal falls within a range from a lower limit voltage V0a to an upper limit voltage V0b. The above method makes it possible to securely detect an IDLE interval regardless of a difference between an intermediate level of a data signal and a common voltage of the data signal. In compensation for the above method requiring more than one reference voltage source, the above method offers an advantage that the lower limit voltage of and the upper limit voltage of the predetermined range can be independently set. Particularly, it is to be noted that the IDLE detection circuit 61c illustrated in Fig. 20 does not include a low-pass filter LPF1. This causes the IDLE detection circuit 61c to offer a further advantage that its circuit configuration can be simplified as compared with the IDLE detection circuit 61b illustrated in Fig. 18.

[Supplemental notes on IDLE detection circuit]

Note that each of the low-pass filters LPF1 in the IDLE detection circuit 61 (see Fig. 5) and the IDLE detection circuit 61b (see Fig. 18) can be replaced by a comparator. (a) of Fig. 21 is a circuit diagram illustrating a comparator Comp3 by which the low-pass filter LPF1 can be replaced. Each of (b) through (d) of Fig. 21 is a waveform chart of a voltage signal in each part of the comparator Comp3.

As with the low-pass filter LPF1, the comparator Comp3 smoothens a voltage signal created by the AND gate AND1. That is, the comparator Comp3 has a function of removing a noise which (i) is contained in a voltage signal generated by the AND gate AND1 and (ii) is caused during switching logical values.

As illustrated in Fig. 21, a voltage signal, created by the AND gate AND1 and having a waveform as shown in (b) Fig. 21, is supplied to an inverting input terminal of the comparator Comp3. The voltage signal thus supplied contains a noise which is caused during switching logical values. A reference voltage V3 is supplied to an inverting input terminal of the third comparator Comp3.

The comparator Comp3 compares the voltage signal created by the AND gate AND1 with the reference voltage V3, and then creates a voltage signal indicative of a comparison result. As illustrated in (c) of Fig. 21, the reference voltage V3 is set to be (i) smaller than an output voltage of the AND gate AND1 which is at a high level and (ii) greater than a peak voltage of a noise which is caused during switching logical values. The voltage signal created by the comparator Comp3 is as shown in (d) of Fig. 21. That is, as with the output signal of the low-pass filter LPF1, an output signal of the comparator Comp3 is at a high level during an IDLE interval and is at a low level during an interval other than the IDLE interval.

[Main points]

As discussed above, an optical transmitter in accordance with an aspect of the present invention includes: a transmitting circuit configured to convert a data signal into an electric current signal, the data signal being a three-valued signal; and a light emitting element configured to convert the electric current signal into an optical signal, the transmitting circuit including an IDLE detection circuit which is configured to detect, as an IDLE interval, an interval during which the data signal falls within a predetermined range that is between a high level and a low level, the transmitting circuit being controlled to control, during the IDLE interval, the electric current signal to be not greater than a threshold electric current of the light emitting element.

A method of transmitting light in accordance with an aspect of the present invention includes the steps of: (a) converting a data signal into an electric current signal; and (b) converting the electric current signal into an optical signal, the step (a) including the steps of: detecting, as an IDLE interval, an interval during which the data signal falls within a predetermined range that is between a high level and a low level; and controlling, during the IDLE interval, the electric current signal to be not greater than a threshold electric current of the light emitting element.

The above configuration makes it possible to keep the light emitting element turned off during an IDLE interval of a data signal supplied to the optical transmitter (i.e., an interval during which the data signal supplied to the optical transmitter is kept at an intermediate level that is between a high level and a low level). That is, during the IDLE interval of the data signal supplied to the optical transmitter, it is possible to control an optical signal (light intensity), which is to be supplied from the optical transmitter, to be at an off level. Note that the off level refers to a level which is different from each of a high level (the optical signal when the data signal is at the high level) and a low level (the optical signal when the data signal is at the low level) and which rarely fluctuate in response to external factor. Accordingly, by identifying an interval during which the optical signal supplied from the optical transmitter is at the off level, a receiver can correctly identify the IDLE interval of the data signal which has been supplied to the optical transmitter. Note that in the present specification, "turn-off" includes an aspect in which the light emitting element is caused to weakly emit light.

The optical transmitter in accordance with an aspect of the present embodiment is preferably configured such that the IDLE detection circuit includes: a first
The above configuration makes it possible to (i) correctly identify an IDLE interval of a data signal supplied to the optical transmitter and (ii) create, at a high speed, an IDLE detection signal which has edges at a starting point and an end point of the IDLE interval thus identified.

The optical transmitter in accordance with an aspect of the present invention is preferably configured such that the transmitting circuit includes (i) a modulation driver configured to draw in a modulation electric current in accordance with the data signal and (ii) an auxiliary driver configured to draw in or draw out an auxiliary electric current during the IDLE interval; the light emitting element is a light emitting element in or out which a driving electric current flows, the driving electric current resulting from subtracting the auxiliary electric current from a sum of or a difference between a bias electric current and the modulation electric current; and the auxiliary electric current is set so that the driving electric current during the IDLE interval is not greater than the threshold electric current of the light emitting element. Particularly, the optical transmitter in accordance with an aspect of the present invention is preferably configured such that: the auxiliary driver is configured to draw in the auxiliary electric current during the IDLE interval in a case where the light emitting element is a light emitting element in which the driving electric current flows, the driving electric current resulting from subtracting the auxiliary electric current from the difference between the bias electric current and the modulation electric current; and the auxiliary electric current is set so that a sum, during the IDLE interval, of the auxiliary electric current and the modulation electric current is not smaller than the bias electric current.

With the above configuration, it is possible to (i) promptly turn off the light emitting element at a starting point of an IDLE interval of a data signal supplied to the optical transmitter and (ii) promptly turn on the light emitting element at an end point of the IDLE interval of the data signal supplied to the optical transmitter. Particularly, a delay time from the starting point/end point of the IDLE interval to turning off/on of the light emitting element becomes shorter as compared with a case where the light emitting element is turned off/on by cutting off/releasing cut-off of a bias electric current.

The optical transmitter in accordance with an aspect of the present invention is preferably configured such that the auxiliary electric current is set so that the sum, during the IDLE interval, of the auxiliary electric current and the modulation electric current is greater than the bias electric current; and the transmitting circuit further includes a compensating electric current source configured to supply the auxiliary driver with a compensating electric current which compensates for an insufficiency of the bias electric current, in a case where the sum of the modulation electric current and the auxiliary electric current exceeds the bias electric current.

In a case where the compensating electric current source is not provided, an insufficiency of the bias electric current occurs during the IDLE interval. This causes a drop in voltage at the output terminal of the transmitting circuit. This can ultimately cause an obstacle to operations of the modulation driver and the auxiliary driver. The above configuration, however, compensates for the insufficiency during the IDLE interval by the compensating electric current. This will never cause any obstacle to operations of the modulation driver and the auxiliary driver due to a drop in voltage caused at the output terminal of the transmitting circuit.

In order to control an electric current signal, to be supplied from the main driver, to have a given amplitude without distorting the electric current signal, it is necessary to control a data signal, to be supplied to the main driver, to have a given amplitude (electric potential difference between a high level and a low level). The above configuration makes it possible to control, with use of the pre-driver, a data signal, to be supplied to the main driver, to have a given amplitude. It is therefore possible to control an electric current signal, to be supplied from the main driver, to have a given amplitude without distorting the electric current signal. This makes it possible to control an optical signal, to be supplied from the light emitting element, to have a given amplitude (light intensity difference between a high level and a low level) without distorting the optical signal.

The optical transmitter in accordance with an aspect of the present invention is preferably configured such that the modulation driver further includes (i) a voltage dropping device provided between a power source and the pre-driver and (ii) a control circuit configured to control an amount of a voltage drop, caused by the voltage dropping device, in accordance with an output voltage of the pre-driver.

The above configuration prevents the output voltage of the pre-driver from fluctuating in response to a fluctuation in power source voltage of the pre-driver. This eliminates the need for imposing strict conditions on a fluctuation range of the power source voltage of the pre-driver so that an operating condition of each constituent of the main driver is prevented from being not met.

The optical transmitter in accordance with an aspect of the present invention is configured such that the auxiliary driver includes (i) a pre-driver configured to...
amplify an IDLE detection signal indicative of the IDLE interval and (ii) a main driver configured to convert, into the electric current signal, the IDLE detection signal amplified by the pre-driver.

The above configuration makes it possible to control an electric current, to be drawn in, to have a given value even in a case where the IDLE detection signal has a small amplitude (electric potential difference between a high level and a low level).

The optical transmitter in accordance with an aspect of the present invention is preferably configured such that the auxiliary driver further includes (i) a voltage dropping device provided between a power source and the pre-driver and (ii) a control circuit configured to control a voltage drop, caused by the voltage dropping device, in accordance with an output voltage of the pre-driver. The above configuration prevents the output voltage of the pre-driver from fluctuating in response to a fluctuation in power source voltage of the pre-driver. This eliminates the need for imposing strict conditions on a fluctuation range of the power source voltage of the pre-driver so that an operating condition of each constituent of the main driver is prevented from being not met.

The optical transmitter in accordance with an aspect of the present invention is preferably configured such that the bias electric current is created by a bias electric current source which is a first bias electric current source or a second bias electric current source, the first bias electric current source including (i) a first current mirror circuit which is composed of a pair of transistors and (ii) a first direct current source which is connected to an input point of the first current mirror circuit, the second bias electric current source including (i) a second current mirror circuit which is composed of an operational amplifier, a transistor, and a pair of resistors and (ii) a first direct current source which is connected to an input point of the second current mirror circuit.

The above configuration makes it possible to reduce a fluctuation of the bias electric current to be supplied, as compared with a configuration in which the bias electric current is supplied from the direct current source without passing through the current mirror circuit.

The optical transmitter in accordance with an aspect of the present invention is preferably configured to further include: a first bias electric current source including (i) a first current mirror circuit which is composed of a pair of transistors and (ii) a first direct current source which is connected to an input point of the first current mirror circuit; and a second bias electric current source including (i) a second current mirror circuit which is composed of an operational amplifier, a transistor, and a pair of resistors and (ii) a second direct current source which is connected to an input point of the second current mirror circuit, in a case where a data signal to be transmitted is an intermittent signal, the first bias electric current source being employed as a bias electric current source for creating the bias electric current, in a case where the data signal to be transmitted is a continuous signal, the second bias electric current source being employed as the bias current source for creating the bias electric current.

According to the above configuration, the first bias electric current source is suitable for both of transmission of a continuous signal and transmission of an intermittent signal such as an OOB signal because the first bias electric current source operates without being affected by a fluctuation in output voltage. In contrast, the second bias electric current source can further reduce a fluctuation in bias electric current to be supplied as compared with the first bias electric current source although the second bias electric current source is not suitable for transmission of an intermittent signal. As such, the above configuration makes it possible to (i) transmit both of an intermittent signal and a continuous signal and, when a continuous signal is to be transmitted, (ii) further reduce a fluctuation in bias electric current to be supplied.

The optical transmitter in accordance with an aspect of the present invention is preferably configured such that the compensating electric current source includes (i) a diode having an anode terminal connected to a clamp power source, (ii) an npn transistor having a base terminal connected to the clamp power source, or (iii) an NMOS transistor having a gate terminal connected to the clamp power source.

The above configuration makes it possible to output the compensating electric current source by a simple configuration.

The optical transmitter in accordance with an aspect of the present invention is preferably configured such that the compensating electric current source includes a voltage follower circuit connected to a clamp power source, and one of (i) an npn transistor having a base terminal which is connected to the clamp power source via the voltage follower circuit and (ii) an NMOS transistor having a gate terminal which is connected to the clamp power source via the voltage follower circuit.

The above configuration makes it possible to output the compensating electric current source by a simple configuration.

The optical transmitter in accordance with an aspect of the present invention is preferably configured such that the transmitting circuit includes (i) a modulation driver configured to draw in a modulation electric current in accordance with the data signal and (ii) an auxiliary driver configured to draw in or draw out an auxiliary electric current during the IDLE interval in a case where the light emitting element is a light emitting element in or out which a driving electric current flows, the driving electric current resulting from subtracting the auxiliary electric current from a sum of or a difference between a bias electric current and the modulation electric current; and the auxiliary electric current is set so that the driving electric current during the IDLE interval is not greater than the threshold electric current of the light emitting element. Particularly, the optical transmitter in accordance with an
aspect of the present invention is preferably configured such that the auxiliary driver is configured to draw out the auxiliary electric current during the IDLE interval; the light emitting element is a light emitting element which flows out the driving electric current resulting from subtracting the auxiliary electric current from the sum of the bias electric current and the modulation electric current; and the auxiliary electric current is set to be not smaller than the bias electric current.

[0157] With the above configuration, it is possible to (i) promptly turn off the light emitting element at a starting point of an IDLE interval of a data signal supplied to the optical transmitter and (ii) promptly turn on the light emitting element at an end point of the IDLE interval of the data signal supplied to the optical transmitter. Particularly, a delay time from the starting point/end point of the IDLE interval to turning off/on of the light emitting element becomes shorter as compared with a case where the light emitting element is turned off/on by cutting off/releasing cut-off of a bias electric current.

[0158] The optical transmitter in accordance with an aspect of the present invention is preferably configured such that the auxiliary electric current is set so that the sum, during the IDLE interval, of the auxiliary electric current and the modulation electric current is greater than the bias electric current; and the transmitting circuit further includes a compensating electric current source configured to supply the auxiliary driver with a compensating electric current which compensates for an insufficiency of the bias electric current, in a case where the sum of the modulation electric current and the auxiliary electric current exceeds the bias electric current.

[0159] In a case where the compensating electric current source is not provided, an insufficiency of the bias electric current occurs during the IDLE interval. This causes a drop in voltage at the output terminal of the transmitting circuit. This can ultimately cause an obstacle to operations of the modulation driver and the auxiliary driver. The above configuration, however, compensates for the insufficiency during the IDLE interval by the compensating electric current. This will never cause any obstacle to operations of the modulation driver and the auxiliary driver due to a drop in voltage caused at the output terminal of the transmitting circuit.

[0160] Note that an active optical cable including a connector in which the optical transmitter is provided is also encompassed in an aspect of the present invention.

[0161] The optical transmitter in accordance with an aspect of the present invention is preferably configured such that the IDLE detection circuit includes (i) a first comparator configured to identify a first interval during which the data signal is not smaller than a lower limit value of the predetermined range and (ii) a second comparator configured to identify a second interval during which the data signal is not greater than an upper limit value of the predetermined range; and the IDLE detection circuit detects, as the IDLE interval, an interval during which the first interval and the second interval overlap each other.

[0162] The above configuration makes it possible to (i) correctly identify a starting point and an end point of an IDLE interval of a data signal supplied to the optical transmitter and (ii) create an IDLE detection signal which has edges at the starting point and the end point of the IDLE interval thus identified.

[0163] The optical transmitter in accordance with an aspect of the present invention is preferably configured such that the first comparator is configured to identify the first interval by comparing the data signal with a reference voltage; and the second comparator is configured to identify the second interval by comparing, with the reference voltage, a negative phase signal of the data signal.

[0164] The above configuration requires a single reference voltage source only. Note that the above configuration is suitable for a case where the data signal is provided through a differential signaling method because it identifies an IDLE interval of the data signal with use of a positive phase data signal and a negative phase data signal.

[0165] The optical transmitter in accordance with an aspect of the present invention is preferably configured such that the first comparator is configured to identify the first interval by comparing the data signal with a first reference voltage; and the second comparator is configured to identify the second interval by comparing the data signal with a second reference voltage.

[0166] The above configuration makes it possible to independently set a lower limit value and an upper limit value of the predetermined range. Note that the above configuration is suitable for a case where the data signal is provided through a single-end method because it identifies an IDLE interval of the data signal with use of a positive phase data signal or a negative phase data signal.

[0167] The optical transmitter in accordance with an aspect of the present invention is preferably configured such that the IDLE detection circuit further includes an AND gate which carries out logical multiplication with respect to an output of the first comparator and an output of the second comparator.

[0168] The above configuration makes it possible to create, at a higher speed, an IDLE detection signal which has edges at the starting point and the end point of the IDLE interval identified, as compared with a case where a peak hold circuit as disclosed in Patent Literature 5 is employed.

[0169] The optical transmitter in accordance with an aspect of the present invention is preferably configured such that the IDLE detection circuit further includes a low-pass filter which is configured to smoothen an output of the AND gate.

[0170] The above configuration makes it possible to remove a spike noise which is caused during switching logical values and which can be contained in an IDLE detection signal created by the AND gate.

[0171] The optical transmitter in accordance with an
aspect of the present invention is preferably configured such that the IDLE detection circuit further includes a comparator which is configured to smoothen an output of the AND gate.

[0172] The above configuration makes it possible to remove a spike noise which is caused during switching logical values and which can be contained in an IDLE detection signal created by the AND gate.

[Supplementary information]

[0173] The present invention is not limited to the description of the embodiments above, but can be altered by a skilled person within the scope of the claims. An embodiment based on a proper combination of technical means disclosed in different embodiments is encompassed in the technical scope of the present invention.

[0174] For example, according to an embodiment of the present invention, the driving electric current, which is supplied to the light emitting element during the IDLE interval, is controlled to be not greater than the threshold electric current by the auxiliary driver. The present invention is, however, not limited as such. Alternatively, in a case of, for example, an optical transmitter in which a difference, which results from subtracting (i) a modulation electric current drawn by the modulation driver from (ii) a bias electric current supplied from the bias electric current source, is supplied as a driving electric current to the light emitting element, it is possible to control the driving electric current, which is supplied to the light emitting element, to be not greater than the threshold electric current even by halting operations of the bias electric current source and the modulation driver. The optical transmitter in which the above control is carried out during an IDLE interval is also encompassed in the scope of the present invention.

Industrial Applicability

[0175] The present invention is suitably applicable to an optical transmitter for transmitting a data signal which includes an OOB pattern or the like. Particularly, the present invention contributes to realization of an optical transmitter which is in conformity to a communication standard, such as SAS 2.0 or PCIe 3.0, which requires a metal cable.

Reference Signs List

[0176]

1 Active optical cable
2 Connector
3 Connector
4 Cable
5 AC coupling capacitor
6 Transmission circuit
7 LD
8 PD
9 Receiving circuit
10 AC coupling capacitor
11 Optical fiber
12 IDLE detection circuit
13 Squelch circuit
14 Modulation driver
15 Auxiliary driver
16 Bias electric current source
17 Compensating electric current source
A Modulation electric current
B Auxiliary current
C Bias electric current
D Compensating electric current
E Driving electric current

[0177] Further, the disclosure comprises embodiments according to the following clauses:

Clause 1 An optical transmitter, comprising:

- a transmitting circuit configured to convert a data signal into an electric current signal, the data signal being a three-valued signal; and
- a light emitting element configured to convert the electric current signal into an optical signal, the transmitting circuit including an IDLE detection circuit which is configured to detect, as an IDLE interval, an interval during which the data signal is not greater than a threshold electric current of the light emitting element.

Clause 2 The optical transmitter as set forth in clause 1, wherein:

- the IDLE detection circuit includes (i) a first comparator configured to identify a first interval during which the data signal is not smaller than a lower limit value of the predetermined range and (ii) a second comparator configured to identify a second interval during which the data signal is not greater than an upper limit value of the predetermined range; and
- the IDLE detection circuit detects, as the IDLE interval, an interval during which the first interval and the second interval overlap each other.

Clause 3 The optical transmitter as set forth in clause 2, wherein:

- the first comparator is configured to identify the first interval by comparing the data signal with a reference voltage; and
- the second comparator is configured to identify
the second interval by comparing, with the reference voltage, a negative phase signal of the data signal.

Clause 4 The optical transmitter as set forth in clause 2, wherein:

the first comparator is configured to identify the first interval by comparing the data signal with a first reference voltage; and

the second comparator is configured to identify the second interval by comparing the data signal with a second reference voltage.

Clause 5 The optical transmitter as set forth in any one of clauses 2 through 4, wherein:

the IDLE detection circuit further includes an AND gate which carries out logical multiplication with respect to an output of the first comparator and an output of the second comparator.

Clause 6 The optical transmitter as set forth in clause 5, wherein:

the IDLE detection circuit further includes a low-pass filter which is configured to smoothen an output of the AND gate.

Clause 7 The optical transmitter as set forth in clause 5, wherein:

the IDLE detection circuit further includes a comparator which is configured to smoothen an output of the AND gate.

Clause 8 The optical transmitter as set forth in any one of clauses 1 through 7, wherein:

the transmitting circuit includes (i) a modulation driver configured to draw in a modulation electric current in accordance with the data signal and (ii) an auxiliary driver configured to draw in or draw out an auxiliary electric current during the IDLE interval;

the light emitting element is a light emitting element in or out which a driving electric current flows, the driving electric current resulting from subtracting the auxiliary electric current from a sum of or a difference between a bias electric current and the modulation electric current; and

the auxiliary electric current is set so that the driving electric current during the IDLE interval is not greater than the threshold electric current of the light emitting element.

Clause 9 The optical transmitter as set forth in clause 8, wherein:

the auxiliary driver is configured to draw in the auxiliary electric current during the IDLE interval;

the light emitting element is a light emitting element in which the driving electric current flows, the driving electric current resulting from subtracting the auxiliary electric current and the modulation electric current; and

the auxiliary electric current is set so that a sum, during the IDLE, of the auxiliary electric current and the modulation electric current is not smaller than the bias electric current.

Clause 10 The optical transmitter as set forth in clause 9, wherein:

the auxiliary electric current is set so that the sum, during the IDLE interval, of the auxiliary electric current and the modulation electric current is greater than the bias electric current; and

the transmitting circuit further includes a compensating electric current source configured to supply the auxiliary driver with a compensating electric current which compensates for an insufficiency of the bias electric current, in a case where the sum of the modulation electric current and the auxiliary electric current exceeds the bias electric current.

Clause 11 The optical transmitter as set forth in clause 9 or 10, wherein:

the auxiliary driver includes (i) a pre-driver configured to amplify an IDLE detection signal indicative of the IDLE interval and (ii) a main driver configured to convert, into the electric current signal, the IDLE detection signal amplified by the pre-driver.

Clause 12 The optical transmitter as set forth in clause 11, wherein:

the auxiliary driver further includes (i) a voltage dropping device provided between a power source and the pre-driver and (ii) a control circuit configured to control a voltage drop, caused by the voltage dropping device, in accordance with an output voltage of the pre-driver.

Clause 13 The optical transmitter as set forth in any one of clauses 9 through 12, wherein the bias electric current is created by a bias electric current source which is a first bias electric current source or a second bias electric current source, the first bias electric current source including (i) a first current mirror circuit which is composed of a pair of transistors and (ii) a first direct current source
which is connected to an input point of the first current mirror circuit,
the second bias electric current source including (i) a second current mirror circuit which is composed of an operational amplifier, a transistor, and a pair of resistors and (ii) a second direct current source which is connected to an input point of the second current mirror circuit.

Clause 14 An optical transmitter as set forth in any one of clauses 9 through 12, further comprising:

- a first bias electric current source including (i) a first current mirror circuit which is composed of a pair of transistors and (ii) a first direct current source which is connected to an input point of the first current mirror circuit; and
- a second bias electric current source including (i) a second current mirror circuit which is composed of an operational amplifier, a transistor, and a pair of resistors and (ii) a second direct current source which is connected to an input point of the second current mirror circuit, in a case where a data signal to be transmitted is an intermittent signal, the first bias electric current source being employed as a bias electric current source for creating the bias electric current, in a case where the data signal to be transmitted is a continuous signal, the second bias electric current source being employed as the bias electric current source for creating the bias electric current.

Clause 15 The optical transmitter as set forth in clause 10, wherein:

- the compensating electric current source includes (i) a diode having an anode terminal which is connected to a clamp power source, (ii) an npn transistor having a base terminal connected to the clamp power source, or (iii) an NMOS transistor having a gate terminal connected to the clamp power source.

Clause 16 The optical transmitter as set forth in clause 10, wherein:

- the compensating electric current source includes a voltage follower circuit connected to a clamp power source, and one of (i) an npn transistor having a base terminal which is connected to the clamp power source via the voltage follower circuit and (ii) an NMOS transistor having a gate terminal which is connected to the clamp power source via the voltage follower circuit.

Clause 17 The optical transmitter as set forth in clause 8, wherein:

- the auxiliary driver is configured to draw out the auxiliary electric current during the IDLE interval;
- the light emitting element is a light emitting element which flows out the driving electric current resulting from subtracting the auxiliary electric current from the sum of the bias electric current and the modulation electric current; and
- the auxiliary electric current is set to be not smaller than the bias electric current.

Clause 18 The optical transmitter as set forth in clause 17, wherein:

- the auxiliary electric current is set to be greater than the bias electric current; and
- the transmitting circuit further includes a compensating electric current source configured to draw out a compensating electric current which compensates for an insufficiency of the bias electric current, in a case where the auxiliary electric current exceeds the bias electric current.

Clause 19 An active optical cable comprising:

- a cable which houses an optical fiber; and
- a pair of connectors provided at respective ends of the cable, one or both of the pair of connectors including an optical transmitter recited in any one of clauses 1 through 18.

Clause 20 A method of transmitting light, comprising the steps of:

- (a) converting a data signal into an electric current signal, the data signal being a three-valued signal; and
- (b) converting the electric current signal into an optical signal with use of a light emitting element,

the step (a) including the steps of:

- detecting, as an IDLE interval, an interval during which the data signal falls within a predetermined range that is between a high level and a low level; and
- controlling, during the IDLE interval, the electric current signal to be not greater than a threshold electric current of the light emitting element.

Claims

1. An optical transmitter, comprising:
a modulation driver configured to draw in a modulation electric current in accordance with a data signal; an auxiliary driver configured to draw in or draw out an auxiliary electric current during a no-signal interval of the data signal; and a light emitting element in or out which a driving electric current flows, the driving electric current resulting from subtracting the auxiliary electric current from a sum of or a difference between a bias electric current and the modulation electric current, the auxiliary electric current being set so that the driving electric current during the no-signal interval is not greater than a threshold electric current of the light emitting element.

2. The optical transmitter as set forth in claim 1, wherein:
the auxiliary driver is configured to draw in the auxiliary electric current during the no-signal interval; the light emitting element is a light emitting element in which the driving electric current flows, the driving electric current resulting from subtracting the auxiliary electric current from the difference between the bias electric current and the modulation electric current; and the auxiliary electric current is set so that a sum, during the no-signal interval, of the auxiliary electric current and the modulation electric current is not smaller than the bias electric current.

3. The optical transmitter as set forth in claim 2, wherein:
the auxiliary electric current is set so that the sum, during the no-signal interval, of the auxiliary electric current and the modulation electric current is greater than the bias electric current; and the optical transmitter further includes a compensating electric current source configured to draw out a compensating electric current which compensates for an insufficiency of the bias electric current, in a case where the sum of the modulation electric current and the auxiliary electric current exceeds the bias electric current.

4. The optical transmitter as set forth in claim 2 or 3, wherein:
the data signal has a pattern composed of (i) a DATA interval during which the data signal is at a high level or a low level and (ii) an IDLE interval during which the data signal is kept at an intermediate level that is between the high level and the low level; and the no-signal interval is the IDLE interval.

5. The optical transmitter as set forth in claim 4, wherein:
the auxiliary driver includes (i) a pre-driver configured to amplify an IDLE detection signal indicative of the IDLE interval and (ii) a main driver configured to switch between drawing in the auxiliary electric current and not drawing in the auxiliary electric current, in accordance with the IDLE detection signal amplified by the pre-driver.

6. The optical transmitter as set forth in claim 5, wherein:
the auxiliary driver further includes (i) a voltage dropping device provided between a power source and the pre-driver and (ii) a control circuit configured to control a voltage drop, caused by the voltage dropping device, in accordance with an output voltage of the pre-driver.

7. The optical transmitter as set forth in claim 1, wherein:
the auxiliary driver is configured to draw out the auxiliary electric current during the no-signal interval; the light emitting element is a light emitting element out which the driving electric current flows, the driving electric current resulting from subtracting the auxiliary electric current from the sum of the bias electric current and the modulation electric current; and the auxiliary electric current is set to be not smaller than the bias electric current.

8. The optical transmitter as set forth in claim 7, wherein:
the auxiliary electric current is set to be greater than the bias electric current; and the optical transmitter further includes a compensating electric current source configured to draw out a compensating electric current which compensates for an insufficiency of the bias electric current, in a case where the auxiliary electric current exceeds the bias electric current.

9. The optical transmitter as set forth in any one of claims 1 through 8, wherein:
the light emitting element is a cathode-grounded light emitting element in which the driving electric current flows, the driving electric current re-
resulting from subtracting the auxiliary electric current from the difference between the bias electric current and the modulation electric current.

10. The optical transmitter as set forth in claim 3 or 8, wherein:

the compensating electric current source includes a diode or transistor connected to a clamp power source and the light emitting element.

11. An active optical cable comprising:

a cable which houses an optical fiber; and
a pair of connectors provided at respective ends of the cable,
one or both of the pair of connectors including an optical transmitter recited in any one of claims 1 through 10.

12. An ONU (Optical Network Unit) constituting a PON (Passive Optical Network), comprising an optical transmitter recited in any one of claims 1 through 10.

13. A method of transmitting light, comprising the steps of:

(a) drawing in a modulation electric current in accordance with a data signal;
(b) drawing in or drawing out an auxiliary electric current during a no-signal interval of the data signal; and
(c) causing a driving electric current to flow in or out a light emitting element, the driving electric current resulting from subtracting the auxiliary electric current from a sum of or a difference between a bias electric current and the modulation electric current,

the auxiliary electric current being set so that the driving electric current during the no-signal interval is not greater than a threshold electric current of the light emitting element.
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